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Chairman’s Perspective
This being my first issue as Chairman has caused me to
review the wisdom of our previous Chairman, and I can say
with great confidence that all those good things Rodney
Dalton and Henry Kwaczynski asked the industry to do,
were done and done well. They were done so well that
we have experienced the highest returns ever for summer
avocados because of those things set in motion many
years earlier.
The strategy set in the marketing program was to increase
the consumption in very clearly identified consumer
groups by way of magazine advertisements offering meal
solutions. Well, the strategy has worked so well that
demand has grown significantly and demand is still strong
in spite of high retail prices. This increased demand has
soaked up high volumes of fruit over the November to
February period, leaving the market with little reserve
stock when the North Queensland crop began.
The success of the Avocados Australia marketing program
caught the eye of the New Zealand industry and they opted
to continue their summer promotions using the same
theme as we did in Australia. We certainly appreciated
the New Zealand contribution to generic promotions of
avocados in the Australian market, where the message
has been focused on ‘growing the market’, rather than

Warning
Avocados Australia has for a number of years paid a large amount
of money for the industry’s right to use the Heart Foundation
“Heart Tick” on avocados.

If you are using a “Heart Tick” logo from anyone other than
the label companies Label Press, Spicer Labels, Sinclair
International and Warehouse Packaging and Design
you are acting illegally.
No other label printers are able to legally print the “Heart Tick” for
use on avocados. Avocados Australia is undertaking a clean up of
the “Heart Tick” printing. We will lose access to the “Heart Tick”
logo if it is used illegally.
Avocados Australia, AUF and the Heart Foundation will enforce their
Registered Trademark rights to the fullest extent.
If you have non-genuine labels do
not use them. If you know of
label companies offering to print
non-genuine “Heart Tick”
labels for you please let us
know on 1300 303 971,
so we can all help keep this
valuable tool.

All growers could lose
access to the “Heart Tick”
logo if you don’t act now.

stealing business from a
competitor (national or local).
In fact, at a recent grower
meeting in New Zealand, of
which Antony Allen and I were
invited to attend, the growers
there unanimously voted to
continue with their program as it was this summer. Such is
the success of this marketing program.
Our industry has one of the most powerful tools known to
horticulture, and I believe that most growers have little or
no understanding of it. It is something that has been built
over the past four years and is so successful Avocados
Australia has been able to sell it on to other industries
that see the value in it. It now forms the platform where
growers can plan harvest and dispatch schedules,
understand the supply side of the ‘supply and demand
theory’, and generally take control of the market gossip
machine. I’m talking about Infocado, the forecasting and
dispatch program that tracks about 85% of the avocado
supply in Australia. And yes, New Zealand does contribute.
What do you know about Infocado? I would encourage
you to participate and gain the rewards that will come
with a better understanding of our market. Make the call
to the Avocados Australia office and get yourself started
on Infocado. There is one rule with Infocado, and that is:
contribute and you will receive information.
While we bask in the rewards gained last summer I caution
those who assume that demand is constant or even a
certainty. Demand depends simply on a consumers desire
to buy another avocado because the last one tasted good
and fulfilled their eating experience. Demand is not fuelled
by the desire to gamble another $1 or more to see if the
next avocado is better that the last one that got thrown
away. Demand can quickly turn to disaster. In the quest to
build demand we are all equally responsible.
Our industry has a clearly defined Strategic Plan that has
overseen almost everything the board has done for the
past five years, and it is up for review this year. Some of
you have been ‘dobbed in’ to participate because you
showed that small spark of interest. I fully understand the
excitement a strategic plan discussion can create but if you
do have an interest in this industry please look on your
invitation as a ‘gong’.
For the board to continue to serve this great industry with
success into the future we need the good advice from the
growers who have ideas for the future. The past we have
already got covered, it’s the future we need to concentrate
on.

Jim Kochi

Jim Kochi,
Chairman, Avocados Australia
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Industry Matters

Written, edited and compiled by

Antony Allen, CEO of Avocados Australia

20th Birthday for Talking Avocados

Infocado Update

Welcome to Talking Avocados twentieth year. Twenty
years ago a group of avocado industry stakeholders
implemented a long (eight years) talked about plan to have
a national magazine to communicate directly with avocado
growers, and from that Talking Avocados was created.

Below are extracts from the January, 2010 Infocado quarterly
report.

Year after year the publication has grown in content, size
and circulation. Avocados Australia has relied heavily
on Talking Avocados to provide the industry with R&D,
marketing, regulation and general industry information
over the last twenty years.
Twenty years of Talking Avocados have seen just four
editors: Ms Marie Piccone, 1990-1991: Mr Orf Bartrop,
1992-2001: Mr Col Scotney, 2001-2003: and Mr Antony
Allen, 2004 to present.
The very first edition from March, 1990 has been reprinted
in this edition on page 40.
Thank you for your support over the last 20 years.

Register Your Business for Free
in the 'Avocado Supply Chain Directory'
Avocados Australia has established an online directory
of all businesses involved in the avocado industry.
Our Supply Chain Directory is a valuable resource
area for both buyers and suppliers of industry-related
products. The directory enables buyers to find suppliers,
while allowing suppliers to create and maintain a web
presence on the Australian Avocados website for FREE.
The Supply Chain Directory lists all registered suppliers,
in alphabetical order. The directory is also searchable.

The market has been working very well for the first part of
the season with volumes moving well through the market.
Retail prices have also come back to a reasonable level
after a period in January and February when retail prices
were excessive because of the very low volumes of fruit
on the market. Heavy rain in North Queensland and in the
Bundaberg region did stall the beginning of the Shepard
season, most particularly in the Bundaberg region, which
has contributed to lower than expected volumes of fruit on
the market for this time of the year.
2010 will see the ‘3rd Infocado Summit’, repeating the
events held in Brisbane, 2006 and Sydney, 2008. This year
the event will be held in Melbourne during October. The
Infocado Summit continues to be a ‘contributor’ only event.
Only Infocado contributors are eligible to attend.
Jan 09 to Dec 09 Dispatches and Jan 10 to Dec 10
Avocado Production Estimates 5.5kg eqv trays
Region

Jan 09 to Dec 09 Jan 10 to Dec 10

North Queensland

1,090,587

1,268,940

Central Queensland

3,085,925

3,702,992

Sunshine Coast

549,041

489,313

Southern Queensland

987,363

1,167,155

Northern NSW

206,582

216,611

To view this directory, simply go to www.avocado.org.au
and select the ‘Supply Chain Directory’ tab in the top
right hand corner of the page.

Central NSW

686,426

763,474

92,287

77,673

To become a registered supplier in the directory, please
complete the online application form found on the
website. It is a free service for the whole avocado
supply chain.

WA

1,086,924

1,058,117

Total

7,785,135

8,744,275
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New Strategic Plan for the Avocado Industry
Avocados Australia, on behalf of the Australian avocado
industry and Horticulture Australia (HAL), are about to
embark on the development of a new five year strategic
plan for our industry.
The purpose of the plan is to provide clear strategic
direction for the avocado industry, and in particular, the
Avocado Levy Investment Program managed through HAL.
The current industry strategic plan was developed in 2005
and has served the industry well, providing strong guidance
for industry development activities and levy investment.
The process to be undertaken will include a review of the
current strategic plan and will build on existing industry
information to develop a snapshot of the performance of
the industry in 2010. A series of workshops will be held with
a range of industry stakeholders to develop a draft plan,
which will then be provided to all industry stakeholders for
comment and feedback.
One of the workshops to be held will focus on future
scenario planning for the industry. This workshop will
consider possible future longer-term events that may
impact on the ability of the industry to meet its true
potential. The aim is to make uncertainty about the future
more tractable, so that the industry can be better prepared
for different possible futures. As a result, processes can
be developed to monitor early warning signs of emerging
trends in the business environment which may impact on
the performance of the industry.
The planning process will also involve economic analysis of
high priority areas to provide a level of justification for the
recommended objectives and strategies, and support the
implementation of the plan.
p2p business solutions has been engaged to facilitate the
strategic planning process, AgEconPlus to undertake the
economic analysis of the plan, and EcoInsights to facilitate
the future scenario planning workshop.
The draft strategic plan will be available to industry
stakeholders for comment in August, 2010.

Growers Encouraged
to Pick Up Tools
to Navigate Urban
Encroachment
As the great Aussie ‘quarter-acre block dream’ and inner
city housing affordability put even greater pressure on the
city fringes, understanding the issues around peri-urban
land use planning and its impacts on horticulture are
increasingly important. The concept of agricultural land
‘awaiting urban development’ via an ad hoc process of
conversion is often regarded as an inevitable outcome of
population and economic growth.
The avocado industry is among the horticultural industries
effected by the expansion of cities into traditional
agricultural growing areas. As urban expansion continues
to grow, horticultural industries find themselves sharing
the environment with lifestyle farmers and non-rural
residents. The issue is particularly important to many
intensive agricultural industries, and has been on the
government planning radar as a result of land use conflict
in peri-urban areas.
Conflict can arise over such things as noise from dogs,
trucks and farm equipment, odour from fertilisers and
sprays, health concerns about spray drift, access to water,
and visual intrusion from things such as hail netting.
While growers face the challenge of continuing to make a
living in an increasingly urbanised environment, planners
must balance the demands of population growth with
the need to maintain agricultural businesses, protect the
environment and ensure food supply.
The responsibility for assessing development and
subdivision proposals generally falls on the local
government, who by their own admission are in many
cases under-resourced and not well placed to address such
issues. Input from existing landholders would serve to
assist planners in their decisions.

ANVAS ACCREDITED NURSERIES
ANVAS accredited trees can be purchased from the following nurseries:

Anderson’s Nursery
Graham & Viviene Anderson
Duranbah Road
Duranbah NSW
Ph: 02 6677 7229

Avocado Coast Nursery
Greg Hopper
Schulz Road,
Woombye Qld
Ph: 07 5442 2424

Birdwood Nursery
Peter and Sandra Young
71-83 Blackall Range Rd
Nambour Qld
Ph: 07 5442 1611

Turkinje Nursery
Peter & Pam Lavers
100 Henry Hannam Drive
Walkamin Qld
Ph: 0419 781 723
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Industry Matters continued
To help growers understand and address issues related to
peri-urban planning, a study was commissioned in 2007 as
part of the HAL Across Industry Program.
The project comprised of a literature review on peri-urban
horticulture and land use planning, and a ‘tool-kit’ made
up of practical guidelines to help growers navigate through
land use planning jargon and the system itself.
The planning system can be a minefield, and the report
‘Peri-urban horticulture and land use planning: Literature
Review & Tool-kit’, can help people to understand how
Federal, State, and Local governments work to put the
whole planning system in place.
It also provides some practical information about buffers.
Having buffers in place will reduce the potential for conflict
with those neighbours.
The tool kit provides a series of fact sheets designed to
help users understand the planning process, and equip
them to become involved in the land use debate at a local
level.

•

Understanding the land use planning system – a
quick guide to the Australian planning system which
outlines the various levels of legislation and how it
affects peri-urban stakeholders.

•

Zoning – helps those seeking to develop their land
or preserve it for agricultural use to understand how
governments use zoning controls, and the limitations
of the current system.

•

Land use conflict – an outline of some of the sources
of disputes between neighbours in peri-urban areas
and some possible practical approaches to address
them.

•

Buffers – examines the pros and cons of using land
buffers between neighbours to reduce conflict.

•

Urban growth boundaries – looks at the urban
containment policy designed to protect peri-urban
horticulture.

•

Transfer of development rights – examines the
system by which landowners can transfer the right to
develop one parcel of land to another parcel of land
in order to protect both investment opportunities and
horticultural production.

•

‘Right to farm’ – outlines a legislative approach that’s
used in the US and Tasmania to deal with land use
conflicts.

The following topics are featured:

1A

peri-urban area is commonly understood to be land
adjacent to the edge of an urban area, extending from the
built up edge of the city to the rural hinterland.
The report and tool kit can be accessed at: www.horticulture.
com.au/industries/across_industry_final_reports.asp?src=side
This across industry project was funded by HAL using
industry levies and voluntary contributions with matched
funds from the Federal Government.

IPM Boosts Yield by 60 per cent
An Integrated Pest Management system developed for
the citrus industry to control Kelly’s citrus thrips (KCT) has
also resulted in water savings and yield increases. While
the approach was developed to control a particular citrus
pest, the approach taken could be transferred to other
industries, particularly perennial fruit and tree nut crops,
purely for the productivity gains.
The use of a 5cm layer of green compost to boost the
beneficial insect population not only reduced the incidence
of thrips by 90 per cent, it resulted in significant water
savings and increases in fruit yield and size of up to 60 per
cent.
South Australian Research and Development Institute
6
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(SARDI) researchers Greg Baker and Dr Peter Crisp say the
system has already been used in onions, lettuce and an
almond orchard with similar results.
“It was excellent that we controlled the thrips, but the real
bonus was the yield gains and water saving,” Dr Crisp said.
“We attribute a lot of our gain to improved soil moisture
holding capacity. If you’re irrigating weekly in summer
we estimate you can stretch it out by two additional days
using green compost. These findings are likely to benefit
other perennial fruit and nut tree crops as well - we’re keen
to talk to other industries about the findings.”
The trials were conducted on several sites including
Primary Industries and Resources SA Loxton Research
Centre. Gary Grigson, Farm Manager at Loxton Research
Centre, says it’s worth growers taking a look at the system.
“The fruit was pretty good and the trees looked healthier,”
Mr Grigson said.
“Overall we saw a 25 to 30 per cent size increase
compared to other years – even the packing shed was
impressed.”
While the cost of building a 5cm layer of top soil from
green compost is not cheap at $50 per cubic metre, a
benefit-cost analysis shows that through increasing yield

and fruit size and achieving better pack outs, growers
could expect economic returns that cover inputs in the first
year1, and would see a five-fold return on the investment
over five years.
South Australian grower Humphrey Howie was also
involved in the trial. He grows navels, Valencias, mandarins
and grapefruit on his 23 hectare property at Renmark
West. While Mr Howie endorses the approach taken to
manage KCT, he has adapted it to work with his business
model.
“It worked well. What used to be a major problem is not at
all anymore,” Mr Howie said.
“But the rates at which the researchers used the compost
was very expensive in one go. You could aim at doing a
small area each year. We’re doing it more often but using a
lot less compost. We spread compost two times a year at
maybe one tenth of the rate.”
Compost treatments used in this project included recycled
green waste, grape mark and animal manure. The benefits
achieved through green recycled waste were more robust
and long term than the other composts used.
1Using

40 cubic metres per hectare of green waste compost

The project was funded by HAL using the citrus levy, a

You’re much more than
avocado growers to us ..
At Natures Fruit Company our growers:
´ Own the Company 100%
´ Beneﬁt from the prosperity of the Company
´ Have their voice on the running of the Company
´ Help determine the future direction of the Company
That’s why our avocado growers
are not just growers
.. isn’t it time you came on board ?
HEAD OFFICE
242a Coonowrin Rd
Glass House Mountains QLD 4518

Get On Board

The ultimate
Marketing Pack
age for
Fresh Produce

WEBSITE/EMAIL
www.naturesfruit.com.au
admin@naturesfruit.com.au

FAX/PHONE
Fax: (07) 5493 0911
Phone: (07) 5496 9922
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Industry Matters continued
voluntary contribution from industry and matched funds
from the Federal Government.

Australia Falls From Grace as
Agricultural Research Leader
Australia is lagging behind the rest of the Western world in
agricultural (ag) research. In the 1970’s, Australia had one
of the highest expenditures on ag research as a share of
gross domestic product. It has now dropped to number 18.
Geoff Thomas, from the Australian Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology, says the decline in research is
likely to have a dramatic effect on Australian agriculture.
“We used to be up there on a per capita basis, up there
with the leaders. We are now well down the pack,” he says.
“We’ve been virtually using up our intellectual feedstock
over recent years, which was generated when expenditure
was higher. So the impact on farming will be that new
technologies will not be coming through.” Source: ABC

Pacific Workers ‘Too Expensive’
The Federal Government’s Pacific Seasonal Worker Pilot
Scheme is proving too costly for some employers. The
three-year trial began last year to examine whether
bringing workers into Australia could boost economic
development in Pacific nations, while also filling labour
shortfalls in Australian horticulture.
But Scott Lancaster, whose contracting company took on
30 Tongan workers last year to pick fruit in Queensland,
says he can’t afford any more Pacific workers. “If I was to
employ Pacific Islander workers, I would have to guarantee
them a certain number of hours a week at a certain pay
rate which is actually higher than what the pay rate
guarantee for the average Australian worker is,” he says.
“So I’m having to charge my farmers and my clients more
to use the Pacific Islander program.”
The Department of Education, Employment and Workplace
Relations is yet to comment, and the National Farmers
Federation says it has some concerns about the trial and
will raise them with the Federal Government this week.
Source: ABC

Rural Business to Suffer as
Workers Return to the Mines
It was a dire warning for rural business and the flip-side to
Australia’s economic resilience. The head of the powerful
Australian Workers Union (AWU) is foreshadowing a return
to the skills shortage that’s plagued rural employers in
recent years.
National Secretary, Paul Howes, has put the issue on the
8

agenda claiming the mining boom is back and looking for
labour. “Skills shortages and infrastructure snarls and
bottlenecks, for instance, will be back with a vengeance,”
he says.
“The work is picking up so quickly and we’re seeing
employment projections at the same number as we saw
before the (economic) downturn, which ultimately will
lead to the same shortages that we saw in the past.” Paul
Howes says the agricultural workforce, and in particular
horticulture, is again being targeted by mining companies
offering inflated salaries. The union warning is without
evidence.
Earlier this month employers in Mackay in Queensland’s
north expressed concern after the revelation of a coal
export deal with China that’s expected to create about
7000 jobs. BHP also recently announced the approval of
plans for a $2 billion expansion of its iron ore operations in
Western Australia.
And then there’s this rosy outlook from Rio Tinto chairman
Jan du Plessis. “Looking forward, we believe that the
factors that drove price recovery in 2009 will continue
through 2010... We expect China will grow at over nine per
cent and the emergence of the OECD from recession will
provide further support.”
So while it all looks fairly encouraging for those in the
market for a job, more broadly it’s a worrying sign for
rural Australia. In 2006 a New South Wales Parliamentary
inquiry into the rural and regional skills shortage found the
problem caused 'profound' effects. “The skills shortage
often means that positions go unfilled, leading to loss of
income to a region, and in turn loss of essential services,
particularly in health and education,” the report stated.
“In turn, such problems can become cyclical as reduced
community infrastructure inhibits a region’s ability to
attract and retain skilled professionals.”
The report also found that existing workers who stay
in their towns face additional job demands leading to
increased family stress. Danita Wawn from the National
Farmers Federation is aware of the predictions, and says
the recent rain across parts of Australia could accelerate
the problem. “We therefore may well find ourselves in
the particular shortages that we were anticipating 12 to
18 months ago, where we were quoting 80,000 (worker)
shortages in agriculture, we believe that is going to be
likely.” “Even more so given that some areas of Australia
have had some good rains in the last few months which
means that there are more jobs available.”
The NFF says there’s growing urgency to prevent a repeat
of the past skills shortages, and it wants the Federal
Government to fast track new policies, such as tax breaks

Autumn 2010

that encourage workers to the bush. Source: ABC

Macadamia Industry Dismisses
Claims Chemical Use is Unsafe
The music in the commercial network media report was
ominous, the claims were alarming... two-headed fish
embryos, a shaking dog apparently with a nerve disorder,
a woman and her animals ‘poisoned’ by deadly spray drift
from a nearby macadamia farm.
In January, 2009 the Queensland Government established
a taskforce to investigate claims that animals had been
exposed to, and the Noosa River had been contaminated
by, toxic levels of the pesticide endosulfan and fungicide
carbendizam.
The final report will be handed down next month.
Two interim reports state the investigators were unable to
find evidence of chemical contamination, and the taskforce
has established that endosulfan hasn’t been used on the
property for five years.
None of that information was included in the Nine
Network’s investigation.
Whether the specific and sensational claims of Sunshine

Coast woman Gwen Gilson are proved or not, the claims
have raised concerns about pesticide use.
Cath Ford is a member of the NSW Ministerial Advisory
Council for Organics and owns the largest certified
organic macadamia farm in Australia.
“I thought it was typical 60 Minutes, it obviously didn’t
present the other side but it did present a very damning
picture of endosulfan spraying.”
Endosulfan and carbendizam have been banned in many
countries but are used in horticultural crops and cotton in
Australia.
Mrs Ford says while the industry is making progress, the
pace of change is too slow. “I think that this last foray
into a bad public relations exercise is timely and an
indication for our industry and the AMS board to have a
new plan of action, to make sure that we are sustainable,
and the only way we can be is to change with the times,
and on a personal basis I don’t think they’ve gone fast
enough.”
The macadamia industry regularly participates in the
national residues survey. For 10 years the industry has
achieved 100 per cent compliance, meaning there hasn’t
been any residue found in randomly selected samples

07 5478 8999
sunfresh.fruit@

bigpond.com
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Industry Matters continued
of kernels. The Australian Macadamia Society’s Jolyon
Burnett says endosulfan and carbendizam are important
weapons in a grower’s armoury. “These chemicals are only
used when professional pest scouts surveying the orchard
determine that the pest of the disease load has got to a
point where control with a chemical is necessary” he said.
“For chemicals that are deemed high hazard, scheduled
chemicals, you need to have a Farm Chemical Users Course
Certificate to purchase and to apply them.”
One grower who contacted the ABC said without
endosulfan fruit-spotting bug would destroy 30 to 50 per
cent of the crop, losses no farm business could sustain.
Last year the AMS completed a review of all the chemicals
that are registered for use on macadamia plantations.
Jolyon Burnett says the review will be used to prioritise
funding for research into alternatives. “Obviously
endosulfan and carbendazim are two products that are at
the top of that list.”
The macadamia industry isn’t the only one to use
endosulfan and carbendizam. They’re used in many
horticultural crops at some point, as well as cotton. But
research into alternatives is funded on and industry-byindustry basis and the competing list of priorities for each
is long.

Cath Ford says the macadamia industry should be doing
more to lobby government for more research money. “It’s
important that the AMS with the determination of all their
board members and the members at hand, lobby the
Federal Government for extra R&D money” she said.
“There’s a group organised by Soil Care Australia to seek
out further research and development for fruit-spotting
bug, which is a huge problem down the eastern seaboard
costing millions and millions of dollars; but at the moment
we are very light-heartedly going about being terribly
politically correct.”
The Federal Government matches industry research
funding dollar for dollar.
The macadamia industry spent about $1 million last year
on research. However Jolyon Burnett says it’s the state
governments, rather than the Federal Government that
bear much of the responsibility for declining agricultural
research.
“Many of the state governments are reducing their
investments through their own departments of primary
industries, and in fact many of them no longer have
departments of primary industry; so whereas industry
and the Federal Government could invest perhaps a
million dollars each and have that matched by the state

Working to your advantage
AVOCADOS ARE OUR BUSINESS
•
•
•
•

Proven • Experienced • Reliable
State of the Art Facilities • Recognised Brands
Competitive Rates • Total Transparency
Export Ready

Lot 401 Ralston Road Manjimup WA
Tel 08 9771 1632 Fax 08 9771 1633 info@westnfresh.net.au
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government’s own resources, that is very rapidly being
whittled away.”
Mr Burnett says the NSW Government’s plan to shut down
the Tropical Fruit Research Station at Alstonville is a major
setback to the effort that will reduce reliance on dangerous
chemicals. “Much of the work on alternative pest control
strategies is being done by two entomologists at that
research station, and should that research station close it
is very likely that we will lose access to those two essential
researchers.”
However, NSW Industry and Investment says research
into Integrated Pest Management will continue at the
Wollongbar Research Station once the Alstonville complex
is closed. Source: ABC
Avocados Australia is working with the Australian
Macadamia Society to get the best options for control of
fruit-spotting bugs into the future.

AVO: the Healthier Spread Alternative
The latest butter alternative to hit supermarket shelves is
AVO spread. Made with 20% avocado oil, the new spread
claims to have 45% less fat and 55% less salt than butter.
Approved by the National Heart Foundation, AVO spread

is being marketed as the “only cholesterol free easily
spreadable spread on the market… comprising less than
1% trans fats”.
AVO is designed for daily consumption, and can be spread
onto bread or toast as well as used in cooking, just like
margarine or butter. It contains vitamins A and D, and
has received ‘red tick approval’ from the National Heart
Foundation. Tammy Fenner, creator and Managing Director
of Avo Pty Ltd said “Having this recognition from the Heart
Foundation means that AVO has undergone extensive
testing to ensure you are getting a truly healthy product
through a strict standards process.”
“As Australian obesity levels intensify there is an
escalating demand for more wholesome products. By
replacing your normal spread with AVO you are choosing a
healthier alternative without having to sacrifice flavour or
cost.”
AVO joins other spread alternatives claiming to be
healthier, such as those made from nuts or olive oil. AVO
is available from Woolworths and Coles supermarkets
nationally. Source: Australian Food News

Visit the Tree ONCE!
JOB’S DONE!

Multi Award Winning
including Queensland
and Australian Farm
Invention of the Year

See a tree being injected in just
25 seconds! Try doing that with any syringe...

    2  %)"* .,!!%)&!.*,-*(
SIDEWINDER is developed and manufactured in Australia and used in 30 countries around the world!
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Industry Matters continued
Beetles Cause Havoc with Avocados
The monolepta beetle is back in town and has been
causing havoc in avocado orchards across the Northern
Rivers. The beetle, which attacks flowers, leaves and fruit,
has been feasting on local orchards throughout the region.
“I haven’t seen anything like this number of beetles in 12
years,” Tuckombil avocado grower Bonnie Walker said.
“They can be very vicious.” A dry spring last year, high
temperatures and humidity have been blamed for the
infestation.
Mrs Walker said she expected the damage caused by the
beetle would reduce the yield of avocados when harvest
started on her farm next month. “We prefer not to use
sprays to control them because we have neighbours
about,” Mrs Walker said. “It’s a last resort.” This year, huge
consumer demand for avocados has lead to prices as high
as $55 a tray; Mrs Walker is hoping the price will hold until
she gets her fruit off.
Avocados Australia Northern Rivers’ representative Tom
Silver agreed monolepta numbers this year had been high.
However, not all orchards have been effected. In fact,
avocado grower Mr Silver reported an expectation that this
would be his best year yet. Avocados have an ‘on year’ and
an ‘off year,’ he said.
The fact that this has been an ‘on year’ may make up for
the destructive beetle and result in an average yield across
the region. The Northern Rivers normally produces about
400,000 trays of avocados, while Australia produces about
nine million trays. About two million trays are imported to
Australia from New Zealand each year.
Mr Silver said Australians loved avocados, but not as much
as South Americans who on average consumed 10kg of
avocados per person each year. Source: The Northern Star

Atherton Avocado Prices Rocket
Avocado farmers on the Atherton Tableland have been

ChemJet
AUSTRALIAN MADE

T R E E

I N J E C T O R

enjoying enormous returns on their produce, with prices
topping $45/tray during the first two weeks of the 2010
season.
That price jumped from the normal $20/tray for the
Shepard variety of avocados, due to shortages in the
Western Australian crop because of adverse seasonal
conditions. Although the high prices have since wavered,
with trays currently selling around $25 for quality
avocados, one Mareeba grower, Etienne Theart, got
exceptional returns when his crop matured at just the right
time.
Mr Theart’s season started strong with an early flowering,
but was followed by a smaller than usual crop. The past
two seasons have seen severe water-logging bring on
disease in many avocado plantations on the Atherton
Tableland. Mr Theart has lost 1000 trees in the past two
seasons, during which 1.5 metres of water surged through
the plantations each year. Profits from the high returns will
go towards replanting lost avocado trees on Mr Theart’s
farm. With only 381mm falling over this year’s season, he
remains somewhat reassured. “It has been a nice change
to see a smaller amount of rainfall,” he said. Mr Theart
said many farmers were stuck with a lot of small fruit
this year because of returns for less than optimum-sized
avocados.
The Shepard variety of avocado is finishing up its season,
which will be followed by large production lines of the
Hass avocado, with those to wrap up in April/May. Alan
Poggioli’s harvest at Kairi is about to start next month
when 3500 Hass avocado trees will be ready for picking.
He said his season has been “pretty good” and that the
only factor working against him is the declining price.
While he has not yet started harvesting, his packing
shed has been fully utilised with the packing of Shepard
avocados for a nearby farmer. Source: North Queensland
Register

• Easy to see new RED handle.
• Simpler assembly system.
• New Nylon Body.
• Volume measurement markings of 5, 10, 15 & 20ml
• New 20mm tapered tip.
For cost efficient injections
of Phosphonates, Pestercides,
Fungicides, Fertilizers & Trace Elements

www.chemjet.com.au
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Around Australia
Central New South Wales Report
By Chris Nelson, Avocados Australia
Director for the Central New South Wales
Growing Area
The crop hanging in Central New South
Wales is mixed in terms of fruit set. The early coastal areas
are patchy with some orchards carrying a reasonable set,
while others are very light. It is certainly the case that what
fruit has been set was set early and size is looking great.
For the cooler tableland areas the crop is looking good and
growers are hoping that favourable growing conditions
continue.
The Freshcare Version 3 update that was detailed in the
last Talking Avocados was very informative, and I believe
something that should be of interest to all growers. The
scrutiny that horticultural production in Australia is under
will only continue to increase, and so we must be prepared
to defend ourselves. Buyers of our produce will insist on
higher standards, and from a grower point of view we also
should be prepared to take on a level of responsibility
to ensure that we are providing a safe product to our
consumers. Although Freschare is not required for the

sale of fresh produce to all markets, I believe it is a
great way to ensure our production systems are safe
and reliable. Given the reliability of federal funding
these days, I encourage all growers to either become
certified or upgrade their certification while the Farmready
reimbursement is available. A list of certified training
and auditing organisations along with upcoming planned
course dates is available on the Freshcare website.
As this issue is published, Central New South Wales
growers will potentially be analysing dry matter results to
determine the start of their harvest. I would urge growers
to ensure that they conduct thorough and accurate testing
in the lead up to the start of their planned harvest to
ensure that industry recommendations are adhered to. This
will help continue to grow customer satisfaction with our
product and support the fantastic work that the industry is
doing to promote our great fruit.
Orchard health in the area has been improving over recent
months following considerable disease pressure due to
a very wet autumn last year. The weather over this recent
summer was quite warm, without any extremes, and
orchards are generally showing strong summer flush.
Best wishes to all for the season ahead.

MECHANICAL

Orchard

Pruning

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Three machines available
Vertical hedging to 9 metres
Flat topping to 5.3 metres
Skirting
Cuts 3.5 metres per pass
Experienced operators

Kerry Smerdon

0438 930 268

2295 Old Gympie Road, Glasshouse Mountains Queensland 4518
Ahrs: 07 5493 0268
Fax: 07 5493 0924
Email: kerryros@bigpond.com
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Around Australia continued

Tamborine and 
Northern Rivers Report
By Tom Silver, Avocados Australia Director for the
Tamborine and Northern Rivers Growing Area
Northern Rivers and Tamborine growers will
remember summer 2010 as hot and buggy (yes buggy).
Temperatures throughout December, January and February
were above average, rainfall was adequate for February
and March, though well below average during December
and January. Those growers with irrigation had it working
overtime, and that was simply just trying to hold the
crop let alone try and size it. Hass sizes appear to have
suffered, though with a few months until harvest there
is still hope of an improvement. There has been some
sunburning on heavily fruiting, exposed branches.
On the bug front, monolepta activity, especially at
Alstonville has been rife. Growers have endured countless
swarms damaging both fruit and shoot. Growers who have
never witnessed such swarms were shocked by the way a
pretty little beetle could chew its way through an orchard,
leaving only sticks behind it. Growers need to monitor
diligently until autumn brings cooler drier air.
A field day and orchard walk has been proposed for June or
July before the Hass harvest revs up. Could growers please
contact me regarding any topics for the day that would
interest them and any other input they might have. We
would also be chasing a host orchard, so please remember
that when it comes to host orchards, variety is the spice of
life.
I wish to congratulate Australian Avocados staff, past and
present, as well as all contributors on the 20th Anniversary
of Talking Avocados. Originally printed on stone tablets
Talking Avocados is a brilliant resource for our industry and
a great record for research, development and change. May
it never be recycled!

South Queensland Report
By Daryl Boardman, Avocados Australia
Director for the South Queensland Growing
Area
Firstly, I would like to wish that you all had
a great Easter in Southern Queensland, and I hope that
you got time to have a break with your families. Well,
what a wet start to the 2010 season. We have recorded
over 900mm up to date for the year in Ravensbourne, and
some trees are starting to show signs of the stress this
has caused them. The east coast season has begun and
prices have so far been well above normal up to Easter,
with fruit selling well and being bought at high prices. The
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hope is that this trend continues into our picking season
and that we too have a smile on our face like the Western
Australian, Northern Queensland and Central Queensland
growers would currently have. These prices have continued
for about six months and I would doubt that these levels
have been seen for many years for this period. It again
shows what an excellent product, with good promotion and
consumers getting a good result when purchasing, does to
the grower’s bottom line.
Something that we all need to consider this season with
the wet conditions is fungal diseases on our fruit. The
conditions that we have experienced will be ideal for
disease to build up and cause post-harvest problems in
the market place. These problems are very hard to detect
at the point of harvest or packing, and generally don’t
show up until the fruit is ripening. I urge everyone to do all
you can do to ensure that we continue to give customers
the best experience we can, and keep them buying
avocados.
Farm food safety programs, such as Freshcare, are now
very important for growers to have in place to show that
your farm practices are being done correctly to produce
a safe product for consumers. All markets are requiring
this and I urge you all to take the opportunity to enrol
in a course and either update or get something in place.
Funding from Farmsafe is still available so the course will
generally be reimbursed, and it’s just a day of your time to
get yourself up to date.
The avocado industry is currently going through and
reviewing the five year strategic plan for the industry.
This is important to get as correct as we can as this is
our map for the way forward for the next five years. This
is what the industry looks at when deciding projects, our
future direction and needs for the industry. This is a time
consuming job for all concerned and will take most people
away from their businesses for up to a week, let alone all
the emails etc. If you have any ideas or concerns that you
would like me to take to these meetings, which you feel
the industry should look at for the next five years, please
give me a call to discuss it and I will make sure that your
ideas are considered.
That’s all folks.

Tri State Report
By Nick Hobbs, Avocados Australia Director
for the Tri State Growing Area
The start to 2010 has been very kind to the
region. We have had a relatively mild late
summer, in that we have not had a repeat of the severe
extended heat waves that plagued us over January to
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March of the previous couple of years. This has resulted in
minimal fruit loss through the February drop period. Some
reasonable rainfall and the prospect of water down the
Darling River resulted in predicted irrigation allocations for
the start of the year at 35%, with the winter still to come.

Robinvale, starting at 10am. It looks like a group of South
Australian growers are going to stay on Thursday night
in Euston for some R&R, and then visit Greg and Sue
Chislett’s orchard at Boundary Bend on Friday morning for
further exchange of ideas.

Why have some orchards carried fruit and others dropped?
Is it just grower management? Talking with growers in
the Sunraysia/Robinvale districts it seems that significant
success in holding crops has been achieved in the past
three heat waves using over canopy orchard misting
systems. In fact one grower suggested if you are not using
some sort of cooling system you are not really in the game.

You should have already received notice of the day via post
or email, but if not then please contact myself for field day
details (see inside front cover for contact details).

Therefore, with interest from South Australian growers and
the organisation of Lisa Martin and Robinvale growers,
a field day has been planned to look at heat control in
orchards to minimise damage and fruit drop. Sunscreens,
canopy management and misting setup and use are the
main focus of the field day. The field day idea follows on
from the very successful Tri State days that we had over
the past three years, and although they may not be as
technical without Simon Newett’s input, they should allow
for good hands on information and most importantly a
cross fertilisation of growers ideas during the farm walks.

Central Queensland Report

The field day is being held on Thursday, 27 May, 2010 in

The orchards we are visiting were successfully cropped
last season and enjoyed the high prices. Did you? Can you
afford not to come? See you there!!

By Lachlan Donovan and John Walsh,
Avocados Australia Directors for Central
Queensland Growing Area
When our last report went to print we were
antagonising about how dry it was, how quick that was
to change!! Since Christmas we have hardly irrigated and
have had more than enough rain. This certainly has the
potential to cause some headaches. We have all probably
seen different areas within our orchards not taking too
kindly to the drenching, and we will have to be very vigilant
with phytophthora control in the coming months.
The up side of all the rain is that Paradise Dam is finally
full for the first time since it was built in 2005, and we are
on 100% water allocation. It would also appear we could
start the new water year on full allocation, if not full than
very close, and that is a great start when you have surety
of water.
The Shepard crop, by all accounts, has been of very good
quality, both from Central Queensland and Northern
Queensland. This has given customers renewed confidence
to continue buying, and has resulted in very good market
prices right up until Easter. Hopefully this will continue and
we can all look forward to a very good season. The Central
Queensland Hass crop is looking very promising, with a
small increase overall from last season.
Co-ordinated marketing is a catch phrase often used, and
one that is very apt for the avocado industry at this point
in time. Suppliers, retailers and wholesalers are all working
together, along with the promotional spend of industry
levies, to increase consumption and ultimately maximise
our returns. Lets all keep this going!
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Around Australia continued

Sunshine Coast Report
By Henry Kwaczynski, Avocados Australia
Director for the Sunshine Coast Growing
Area
In the last issue of Talking Avocados, I
mentioned that expectations of production for this region
were lower than normal. Many theories abound. Some
properties show a good fruit set while others show up
to 75% reduction in expected production. This is true for
many commodities other than avocados.
The start of this year has been marked by weather patterns
reminiscent of 15 to 20 years ago – we have experienced
heavy rain from January right through to the present. This
brings me to a very important point – I expect that the level
of phytophthora will be an issue for the Sunshine Coast
region.
The saga of the pressure for increased and significant
housing development in this area continues unabated. I
mention particularly the area known as Palmview, on the
southern edge of the region. There is state government
pressure to release land for a significant housing
development and the tussle continues between the local
and state government regarding the planning for this
development. Whoever wins this battle, it is inevitable that
this area will move from farming land to residential land,
with a population of at least 14,000 with a projected figure
of in excess of 6,000 dwellings. The State Government is
looking for ‘high density, affordable housing.’
Another point of contention in this region is the
construction of a water pipeline grid to transport water
from various dams throughout South East Queensland
to Brisbane. It appears that landowners are not being
appropriately compensated for encroachment on

their land. As I write this, our local independent state
government politician is calling for a meeting to establish
a united entity to lobby for appropriate outcomes and
compensation for degradation of land, which is mostly
agricultural.
What is the future of substantial and viable agricultural
practice in this area?

North Queensland Report
By Jim Kochi, Avocados Australia Director
for the North Queensland Growing Area
The North Queensland area has certainly
had one of its most memorable years.
On the back of record prices paid for Hass from Western
Australia and New Zealand, the growers here were
encouraged to start their harvest early to meet the
requirements of market agents who were starved of
supplies of Hass, with the chance of getting returns never
seen before. I can not blame any grower for trying to
maximize his returns and especially not in a 'once in a
living memory chance'.
I did write rather harshly about the quality of the very late
Hass and the very early Shepard, and those who followed
the market are well aware of the results.
The market certainly recovered from the quality issues and
is still powering on in March and hopefully into April, May,
June and the rest of the year.
It is certainly a year of recovery; recovery from the
devastating losses of Cyclone Larry in March, 2006 and the
deluge of rain from the summer of 2009. I hope growers
here have been rewarded sufficiently to make up for these
past losses, and are able to plan ahead for the next year
without financial burden.

WHY SHOULD YOUR MONEY
STOP WORKING
JUST BECAUSE YOU DO?
For more information about your options leading up to and
into retirement contact the AustSafe Super Pension team
on 1800 701 145 or your local Regional Manager.

1300 131 293

www.austsafe.com.au

The industry superannuation fund for rural
and regional Australia

ASS1086

Austsafe Pty Ltd ABN 96 010 528 597 AFSL 314183 RSE License L0002035 is the Trustee of AustSafe Super ABN 92 398 191 503 RSE Registration R1005509 SFN 147 555 940 SPIN ASF0001AU
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MORTGAGEE/RECEIVERSHIP TENDER
5681 SH1, Ngataki, Far North, North Island,
New Zealand
• 311 ha total land area
• 67ha currently planted
• 7.2ha lake for irrigation
Buildings include a large dwelling, modern flat, two implement sheds and
older style woolshed.
This is a great opportunity to take a young orchard to full production and
increase the plantings over time.
The greater Houhora area is becoming widely recognised as New Zealand’s
most consistent avocado producing area.

Large Scale Avocado Development
Tenders Close Wednesday 26th May 2010
4 Viaduct Harbour Ave, Maritime Square, Auckland
Alan Broadbent
M 027 441 8149
B 09 407 9221
B 09 409 7565
alan.broadbent@bayleys.co.nz
BAYLEYS REAL ESTATE LTD, KERIKERI,
LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008.

David Gubb
M 021 758 298
B 09 309 6020
david.gubb@bayleys.co.nz
BAYLEYS REAL ESTATE LTD
LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008.
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Evaluation of Sustainable Orchard Management
By John Leonardi
Avocados Australia

Introduction
The objective of this project ‘AV08020: Evaluation of
sustainable orchard management practices for extension
into general industry standards to reduce costs’ is to:
• identify sustainable practices that are currently
employed by avocado growers across Australia
• conduct trials to evaluate the effectiveness of these
strategies against current industry standards
• provide recommendations on the most
promising practices for inclusion into a revised orchard
management system

Evaluate Orchard Management Sites
A total of 23 sites from the major production areas
(including North, Central and Southern Queensland;
Northern and Central New South Wales; the TriState; and
Western Australia) have been selected as case studies
(Table 1). At these sites a range of orchard management
practices and products are being used including: mulching,
natural mineral fertilisers, compost teas, molasses, kelp
and fish concentrates.
Growers from each site provide information on tree age
and spacing; the timing of flowering, vegetative flushing
and harvesting; and details on their nutrition, irrigation,
pest and disease and other management practices. The
effectiveness of each orchard management system in
terms of cost of operation ($/ha), impact on tree health,
yield (t/ha), fruit size and quality (pack-out figures and
reject percentages) and the net return per hectare will be
determined.

Photo 1: 21/2 year old Hass tree
mulched with cane-tops
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Table 1	Summary of orchard management sites used in
this project
Site Growing Orchard Management Practices
Region
1 North Qld Conventional grower mulching with
Rhodes grass hay and avocado
woodchip
2 North Qld Conventional grower mulching with
Rhodes grass hay and avocado
woodchip
3 North Qld Conventional grower using fish & kelp
products and mulching
4 Central
Conventional grower mulching and
Qld
using brewed microbes, molasses and
natural mineral fertilisers
5 Central
Conventional grower mulching with
Qld
filter-press and avocado wood chip
6 Central
Conventional grower mulching and
Qld
using humic acid, brewed microbes,
molasses and natural mineral products
7 Central
Conventional grower mulching and
Qld
using natural mineral products
8 Southern Organic grower mulching and using
Qld
natural fertilisers, herbicides and
pesticides, and brewed microbes
9 Southern Biological grower using compost teas,
Qld
brewed microbes and mulching
10 Southern Conventional grower using natural
Qld
mineral products, fish & kelp
concentrates and mulching
11 Northern Organic grower using natural fertilisers,
NSW
herbicides and pesticides, brewed
microbes and mulching

Photo 2: 21/2 year old Hass tree
mulched with avocado woodchips
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Practices
12 Northern
NSW
13 Northern
NSW
14 Central
NSW
15 Central
NSW
16 Central
NSW
17 Central
NSW
18 Central
NSW
19 Tri-State
20 Tri-State
21 Western
Australia
22 Western
Australia
23 Western
Australia

Biological grower using natural mineral
nutrients, fish & kelp concentrates,
compost teas and mulching
Conventional grower using branch
scoring to reduce tree vigour and
promote cropping
Biological grower using brewed
microbes, natural mineral fertilisers and
mulching
Conventional grower using natural
mineral fertilisers and fish & kelp
products
Conventional grower using branch
scoring to control tree vigour and
minimise biennial bearing
Organic grower using natural fertilisers,
herbicides and pesticides, brewed
microbes and mulching
Organic grower using natural fertilisers,
herbicides and pesticides, brewed
microbes and mulching
Conventional grower using overhead
irrigation to reduce heat stress and
branch scoring to promote cropping.
Biological grower using natural mineral
fertilisers and fish based products
Conventional grower using microbial
enhanced fertilisers, kelp concentrates
and branch scoring to reduce tree
growth and reduce biennial bearing
Conventional grower using microbial
enhanced fertilisers and fish & kelp
products
Organic grower using natural fertilisers,
herbicides and pesticides, brewed
microbes and mulching

and leaf and soil nutrient analysis will be made during the
course of the trial. Trees will be harvested in June, 2010
and the effect of mulching treatment on fruit yield, size and
quality (incidence of fruit diseases and disorders) will be
determined. Additional mulching trials will be conducted in
other regions during 2010.

Soil & Foliar Treatments
A range of soil and foliar treatments were established
at sites in Central and Southern Queensland during
September/October, 2009. Trees will be harvested in June,
2010 and the effect of treatment on shoot growth, fruit
yield and quality will be determined. Further trials will be
established in other regions during 2010.

Branch Scoring Trials
Scoring involves cutting a groove around the branch to
sever the phloem using a knife or pruning saw. When
successfully carried out the wound will produce callus
tissue and eventually heal, thereby restoring the normal
function of the branch (Photo 3). Healing of the wound can
occur within two to four months depending on the growing
conditions. Branches are scored in the autumn to reduce
vegetative growth and increase flowering and fruit set the
following spring (Photo 4).
The effect of branch scoring on fruit size and yield was
investigated in Hass trees in Central New South Wales and
south-west Western Australia, and Shepard trees in Central
Queensland.

Conduct Orchard Management Trials
The effectiveness of a range of products and orchard
management practices either being used by growers or
recommended by various companies/consultants will be
evaluated.

Mulching Trials
Trials investigating the effect of mulching treatments on
tree health, fruit yield and quality were established in
Central Queensland during September, 2009. 21/2 year
old Hass trees were mulched with filter-press (a sugar
industry by-product), avocado woodchip and cane-tops to
a depth of 5, 10 and 20cm, respectively. Treatments will be
compared with trees receiving the grower treatment (interrow slashings with a thin layer of filter-press of less than
2cm) (Photos 1 & 2). Shoot and root growth measurements

Photo 3: Healing of the scoring wound
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Evaluation of Sustainable Orchard Management Practices - continued
Central NSW: A single branch was scored in three and
four year old Hass avocado trees in May, 2008. The effect
of branch scoring on fruit yield was assessed in 10 and 15
trees respectively in October, 2009 (Table 2). Fruit yield
assessments were made on the scored branch and a
similar non-scored branch within the tree. Total fruit yield
in each tree was also collected.
Table 2: The effect of branch scoring on the number of
fruit, total fruit weight and mean fruit size in Hass
avocado trees grown in central New South Wales
Treatment

No. of fruit

Fruit
Mean fruit
weight (kg) size (g)

41/2 year old
trees*

South-West Western Australia: A single branch was
scored in three year old Hass avocado trees in April
2007. The procedure was repeated in April, 2008 when
another branch was scored. The effect of branch scoring
on fruit yield was assessed in 15 trees in October, 2008
and December, 2009 (Table 3). Fruit yield assessments
were made on the scored branch and a similar non-scored
branch within the tree. Total fruit yield in each tree was
also collected in the 2009 harvest.
Table 3: The effect of branch scoring on the number of
fruit, total fruit weight and mean fruit size in
Hass avocado trees grown in south-west Western
Australia
Treatment

Scored branch

41.9

11.8

282.2

Unscored branch

2.8

0.8

289.6

Total Tree

98.9

28.6

288.2

Scored branch

56.1

15.4

277.0

Unscored branch

3.9

1.1

286.8

136.3

39.2

287.5

No. of fruit

Fruit
Mean fruit
weight (kg) size (g)

2008*
Scored branch

77.2

20.3

264.9

Unscored branch

29.6

7.9

275.2

13.5

3.1

248.9

82.3

16.6

211.3

31.4

7.1

231.8

185.2

39.9

220.0

51/2

year old
trees*

Total Tree

* Trees were 41/2 and 51/2 year old at the time of harvest in
October, 2009

2009*
Scored branch
(April 2007)
Scored branch
(April 2008)
Unscored branch
Total Tree
41/2

51/2

* Trees were
and
year old at the time of harvest in
2008 and 2009 respectively

Photo 4: Three year old Hass tree scored in April showing
increased flowering on the scored branch
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Photo 5: Excessive leaf drop on the scored branch can
expose fruit and branches to sunburn
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Central Queensland: A single branch was scored in five
year old Shepard avocado trees in April, 2009. The effect
of branch scoring on fruit yield was assessed in seven
trees in March, 2010 (Table 4). Fruit yield assessments
were made on the scored branch and a similar non-scored
branch within the tree. Total fruit yield in each tree was
also collected.

Warning: Branch scoring is still experimental and may
not necessarily work under your growing conditions. It
is important to note that these trials were conducted on
vigorous, healthy trees. In some situations yellowing of
leaves and leaf drop may occur which can expose fruit and
branches to sunburn. Also, due to the increase crop load
on the scored branch fruit size can be reduced.

Table 4: The effect of branch scoring on the number
of fruit, total fruit weight and mean fruit size
in Shepard avocado trees grown in Central
Queensland

Acknowledgements

No. of fruit

Fruit weight
(kg)

Mean fruit
size (g)

Scored branch

102.4

24.6

243.8

Unscored
branch

36.6

9.5

260.9

Total Tree

250.7

63.2

252.5

Treatment*

Thanks to all growers who have provided information on
their orchard management systems and have assisted in
conducting trials. This project was funded using avocado
grower R&D levies which are matched by the Australian
Government through Horticulture Australia.

2010*

* Trees were six years old at the time of harvest in 2010

Fresh Australian Avocados
for the Asian Market
Thanks to the dedicated efforts of Australian Avocado
growers and our Asian retailers, AVOZ Exports has made
a big impact since commencing exports in May 2009
We continue to strive to deliver the best quality
avocados into the Asian market.
To be part of this export success story contact Louis Grey
on 0488 071 800 or email gm@avozexports.com

Avocado Export Company Pty Ltd
Trading as AVOZ Exports
Ph: +61 7 3844 6882
Fax: +61 7 3844 6889

www.avozexports.com
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Keeping Up To Date with Avocado Retail Prices
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth for
the past 18 months. The information collected
from stores in each of these cities includes
variety, price, fruit weight, display location,
country of origin and type of special (if any).
The information is collected from retail outlets
including Coles, Woolworths, independent
supermarkets, independent fruit and vegetable
stores, and chain fruit and vegetable stores.

Current and historical avocado retail price data is now
available to you from the Avocados Australia website.
Retail price and other relevant avocado marketing
information have been collected on a weekly basis from

It is published on a weekly basis on the
Avocados Australia website in two formats.
Average retail prices, as well as the highest
and the lowest price reported that week for both Hass
and Shepard, are reported in a graphical format. Graphs
are also presented displaying the catalogue prices in
Coles and Woolworths for
both Hass and Shepard
varieties. These graphs
illustrate price trends for
the last 52 weeks so that
you can compare this
week’s price with the same
period last year.
More detailed information
for this week’s price data
is reported in a tabulated
format. This includes
specific information for
each display of avocados
including the variety, the
size of the fruit, the store
type, whether the fruit is
on special or not, and the
country of origin of the
fruit.
Both sets of data are
collected and collated on
Monday and then uploaded
to the website every
Monday evening. To view
and/or download retail
price data go to
http://industry.avocado.
org.au/RetailPricing.aspx
The graphs and table
provide a snapshot of
some of the retail price
information that is
available.
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*LAMB HASS, *GWEN, REED, SHARWILL,
FUERTE, BACON, RINCON, RYAN, WURTZ & HASS
trees, container grown to order, in aerated steam
pasteurized soiless potting mix, grafted onto
ZUTANO, VELVICK, *ASHDOT & *DEGANIA rootstocks.
*royalty protected

Sunraysia Nurseries have been growing quality nursery
trees at very competitive prices for 50 years.
Order now for Summer 2010 planting and beyond
Trees can be sent into all states of Australia except Tasmania.

Ph 03 5024 8502 • Fax 03 5024 8551
sales@sunraysianurseries.com.au
www.sunraysianurseries.com.au
Member of ANFIC (Australian Nurserymen’s Fruit Improvement Company)
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Putting Avocados on the Map
An avocado grower workshop was recently
held near Denmark, Western Australia,
on Peter and Ron Cocking’s Jamakarri
Farm property. This meeting was part
of a series of workshops. About 50
growers attended to learn more about
nutrient management. Sponsors were HAL
(Horticulture Australia Limited); Avocados
Australia; the Department of Employment,
Economic Development and Innovation,
Queensland (DEEDI); and the Department
of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia.
Guest speakers included Principal Extension
Horticulturalist, Simon Newett (Agri-Science
Queensland; DEEDI; Maroochy Research
Station, Queensland), and Data Analyst and
Agronomy Modeller, Dr Andreas Neuhaus
(CSBP Limited), Kwinana, Western Australia).
Simon illustrated nutrient deficiencies and toxicities and
spoke about ‘effective nutrition’, which can be achieved
using a scientific approach with attention to detail. While
he explained the principles for good nutrient management
in general, Andreas used CSBP soil and plant test data
from different avocado orchards in Western Australia to
point out local conditions. The topic of this workshop was
timed very well, because April to June is the best time for
taking plant tissue samples in Western Australia. CSBP
offers a plant testing service and can also interpret test
results using ‘NUlogic’. Accredited NUlogic advisers for
horticulture in Western Australia include Brooke Anderson
(CSBP), as well as Stephen Poole and Linda Viviers
(Landmark).
In horticulture, plant tests are generally the main analytical
tools for making fertiliser decisions. Soil tests are often
only used at the planting stage to monitor pH and salinity
levels. However, in both cases a decision has to be made
about where representative plant or soil
samples should be taken. Based on those
samples test results, and their interpretation
and recommendation, growers may invest
a significant amount of money in soil
amendments and/or fertilisers. In terms
of sampling strategy, growers tend to treat
each paddock as uniform, but Andreas
showed that this is not always true. Thus
sampling across one paddock and combining
all the leaves into one sample bag may
not always be a good idea. While avocado
growers are given some help in interpreting
soil and plant tests using crop consultants,
interpretive books or software tools (i.e.
AVOMAN, NUlogic), there has so far been little help
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Figure 1: The above satellite image was taken on 1 August
2009. It displays the Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI).
given for a spatial analysis to plan a sampling strategy.
CSBP can now offer such a service to growers to help get
truly representative samples of an area, so that sound
nutritional advice can be given.
Variability within a paddock, as revealed by satellite
biomass imagery, needs to be further investigated. If the
causes for the variance are understood it can improve
the paddock management (i.e. more efficient use of
nutrients, water supply). To demonstrate this, Andreas
explained a biomass image of Peter and Ron’s avocado
paddocks where the field walk would be later that day
(see Fig 1). Paddocks are uniform in tree age, variety and
management.

Figure 2: Management Zone Map based on 2 years of
biomass images.
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Images from previous years underlined the pattern of
less near-infrared to red reflectance from leaf surfaces of
the top part of the left paddock (red) compared with the
bottom part of that paddock (green). This correlates well
with a change in soil type (red: heavy clay loam over clay
subsoil; green: sandy loam over clay subsoil). Peter also
noticed that it reflects consistently lower yields in the red
area when compared with the green area. The next step
is to create a Management Zone Map. Management zones
can be mapped by statistically analysing biomass images
from at least two years of data. In Peter’s case the map
only shows two management zones (see figure 2). The red
area varies a lot, but is clearly distinguishable from the
green area.
The above pattern was ‘ground-truthed’ on the field walk.
Peter shared his knowledge and experiences not only
about nutrients, but also about irrigation, and canopy and
pest management. With those management practices in
mind it is helpful to look at each paddock for sampling
sites. For growers who have non-uniform paddocks in
terms of biomass, it is advisable to plant sample not only
each paddock separately, but also each management zone
within a paddock. It may be that there is a nutritional
imbalance in the red area that is causing a reduced tree

vigour or growth. However, many scenarios are possible
(i.e. too much or too little water for the trees on that soil
type, Phytophthora, salt burn etc.), and therefore the
images need to be taken as a first step towards finding out
the underlying causes.
If the biomass imagery for avocados is linked to
productivity, as seen in the given example, then this
would be good news for the avocado industry. It means
that Nutrient Application Maps can be customised
and specifically created for each paddock. The
avocado industry could strengthen its reputation to be
environmentally sustainable, and maximise fertiliser-use
efficiency for its growers, which is based upon nutrient
placement, timing, source and rate.

For further enquiries please contact:
Alec McCarthy: General Nutrition
alec.mccarthy@agric.wa.gov.au
Simon Newett: General Nutrition
simon.newett@deedi.qld.gov.au
Andreas Neuhaus: Biomass Imagery
andreas.neuhaus@csbp.com.au

superpak
pack - market - export

Superpak was created for you. Avocado industry
leaders saw the need to streamline packing,
consolidate marketing and develop economies of
scale to save you money and produce a higher
grower return. From this concept, SuperPak was
formed and we have completed our packing
facilities in Childers. We offer the best equipped
most labour efficient shed - saving you money.

* STANDARD 5.5KG TRAY WITH INSERT

Contact: Jim Carney
PH 07 4126 6900
FAX 07 4126 6955
Email: jim@avochoice.com

SuperPak & AvoChoice
35 Morrisons Rd
Childers Qld 4660
www.superpak.net.au
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More 'Take Home Messages' from the Avocado Study Gr
Peter Rigden and Simon Newett
Department of Employment, Economic Development and
Innovation, Nambour, Queensland
Only two more meetings, one in North Queensland and one
in Western Australia, remain to be held in this three year
study group project. This article features more ‘take home
messages’ from the meetings held around the country.

Phytophthora cinnamomi root rot,
Phellinus noxius brown root rot
and Avocado Post Harvest Fruit
Diseases (North Queensland)
•

•

•

•

Correct timing of phosphorous acid applications is
essential in order to achieve effective control and to
avoid exceeding MRL levels.
Anthracnose only appears on fruit after it starts
ripening – fruit that is blemish free on leaving the
orchard does not necessarily mean that it is free of
anthracnose.
Amistar® has some ‘reach back’ affect on anthracnose
that has recently invaded fruit.

Good drainage for Phytophthora root rot control is
essential and should be your first priority.
Use an integrated approach for controlling
Phytophthora root rot, Phellinus and fruit diseases.
Relying on chemicals alone is not sufficient and is not
good practice.
Phytophthora spores can remain viable in the soil for
six years.
Wet conditions and the presence of fresh feeder roots
stimulate Phytophthora spores to germinate. Damage
is sustained within 24 hours and gets exponentially
worse with time.

•

•
•

The North Queensland group inspects a dead tree
on the farm walk; it was thought that in this
instance death was most likely caused by
Verticillium wilt rather than Phellinus noxius.
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Back-pack battery operated pruning equipment
was demonstrated at the West Moreton meeting on
canopy management; new battery technology
enables eight hours work without a re-charge.
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oup Meetings

Two species of beneficial insects were found in the orchard where the meeting was held:
lacewing eggs (left) and a ladybird (right)
•

Be on the look out for Phellinus noxius which causes
sudden tree death and spreads from tree to tree.
Measures need to be taken as soon as possible to
stop it spreading.

•

Insects are more active in the upper, more sun
exposed parts of the canopy.

•

Capitalise on naturally occurring control methods (e.g.
beneficial insects) by only spraying when you really
have to.

•

Use narrow spectrum insecticides where possible –
minimise the use of broad spectrum insecticides such
as pyrethroids, dimethoate and methidathion.

•

The appearance of pests such as scale insects and
mites are often the inadvertent result of killing off
beneficial insects whilst spraying for other pests.

•

Spotting bugs have a very large number of alternate
plant hosts – both native and exotic.

•

Investigate other control measures you can take such
as removing other host plants near the orchard and
planting a trap crop (for monitoring and spraying
purposes).

•

Spiders and ants may be important predators of
spotting bugs.

•

It is likely that spotting bugs are attracted to avocado
orchards by volatile chemicals given off by green fruit.

•

Within a few years we may not have access to
endosulfan, so in the meantime try and reduce your
reliance on this pesticide.

Canopy Management (West Moreton)
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

“Avocados grow like weeds – get into them!” – a
grower’s comment on canopy management.
Canopy management can be viewed as ‘light
management’.
Cincturing or scoring can be useful tools but you
should experiment with them on a small scale to start
with. The same can be said about the use of Sunny®.
Carefully consider the timing of your canopy
management practices.
Canopy management strategies will vary from orchard
to orchard, even between those in close proximity to
each other.
There’s a lot to be said for selective limb removal.
If the grass in the inter-row has died out, your trees
are overdue for canopy management.
Trees that are stumped or staghorned take several
years to get back into production, whereas with most
other pruning systems some yield is maintained each
year.
In frost susceptible areas consider leaving the skirts
low and pick at least some of the fruit before frosts are
expected.

Integrated Pest Management
(Northern NSW)
•

Keep good records relating to insect pests in your
orchard – hotspots, dates of insect invasions, sprays
etc.

•

Learn to correctly identify pests and beneficials.

•

Undertake some form of regular monitoring.

Avocado Nutrition (Western Australia)
•

First control Phytophthora root rot; the tree needs a
healthy feeder root system to access soil nutrients.

•

Ensure your irrigation system delivers water evenly to
every tree in the paddock and is scheduled effectively.

•

Regularly monitor your leaf and soil nutrient status
- results of leaf analysis show the end result of your
nutrition practices.

•

Avocados are surface feeders – look after the feeder
root zone.
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More 'Take Home Messages' from Avocado Study Group Meetings - continued

Specimens showing deficiency symptoms were on display at the nutrition workshop in WA.
On the left, shot-hole and incompletely formed leaves
On the right, the small leaf and short internodes
are a sign of boron deficiency at the time that
which give the ‘witch’s broom’ effect are symptoms
these leaves were growing.
of zinc deficiency.
•

Apply nutrients ‘little and often’ to where the feeder
roots are.

•

Nutrition is complex – study it and get good advice.

•

Pay particular attention to the management of
nitrogen, boron, calcium & zinc in avocados.

•

The balance between nutrients is important.

•

Aim for ‘effective nutrition’, this is achieved when each
part of the tree gets the nutrients it needs in sufficient
quantity when needed.

Next Meetings
Workshops are now complete for Central Queensland, the
Sunshine Coast, West Moreton, Northern NSW, the MidNorth Coast NSW, the Central Coast, NSW and Tristate.
Another two meetings will be held before the project
finishes at the end of May, 2010. These meetings are
detailed below.
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Study group
North Qld
- 6th meeting

When
Topic to be addressed
First week Canopy management
in May
Guest speaker – John
Leonardi
West Australia Last week Phytophthora and post
- 6th meeting in May
harvest diseases.
Guest speakers – Ken Pegg
and Liz Dann

Now that the workshops are almost complete be on the
look out for surveys which we will be sending out to
evaluate the project. Your participation will be greatly
appreciated.

Acknowledgements
These workshops are a team effort between our hosts,
guest speakers, group co-ordinators, board members,
Avocados Australia Ltd and growers. Thanks to everyone
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Australia Ltd. In addition, thank you to the Department of
Agriculture & Food WA, NSW Department of Industry and
Investment, and EE Muir & Sons, for all their support.
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Maturity and Dry Matter Testing
Brisbane consumers have recently been involved in
avocado tastings, and then surveyed in order to tell
the Australian avocado industry what they expect from
Shepard avocados. This is a follow on from work that was
conducted in 2007 on Hass.
In 2007, HortResearch (now Plant and Food Research)
was commissioned by Avocados Australia to undertake
consumer sensory testing. Amongst a number of other
objectives, they sought to determine the minimum
maturity as measured by percentage dry matter (DM) that
provides the Hass avocado with an acceptable eating
quality for Australian consumers. As expected, Australian
consumers showed a progressive increase in liking and
intent to buy avocados as the DM content increased.
Consumer acceptance of quality of avocados was relatively
high at about 90–95%, but declined significantly to 70% if
the DM was lower than 22%. In essence, the gap between
22% DM and 28% DM represented an opportunity where
competitive advantage could be gained by providing
consumers with higher rather than lower DM avocados.
Furthermore, information on relationships between liking
scores and choices of avocados predicted that about 70%
of consumers would choose 26% DM avocados over 22%

DM avocados.
Based on these results the avocado industry implemented
a new maturity standard for Hass of 23% DM at time of
harvest.
Subsequently, Plant and Food Research in partnership with
AgriScience Queensland were commissioned to conduct a

Figure 1: A member of the 2010 consumer panel tasting
and grading very low, low, medium, and high maturity fruit

Avocado Growers
Searching for an alternative to your
packing and marketing requirements?
Questioning your charges, returns, fees
and lack of transparency?

Sunnyspot Packhouse offers a packing and marketing
service that aims to achieve the highest returns for
your business through:
• Very competitive packing and freight rates

• High quality and packing standards.

• QA to service all major wholesale markets and chain
stores in Australia.
• Modern approach to packing and marketing
with good old fashioned, personalised service.

• Fruit pick-up and drop off points from Ravensbourne to
Kingaroy, Bundaberg to Northern NSW and every
where in-between.
• Custom packing and marketing for individual needs is
available if you have your own brand or market that
you would like use.
• Market reports regularly throughout the season.
• Stable and experienced management.

To find out how Sunnyspot can get you a higher Nett $ return per
bin/kg, call Daryl or Sally Boardman to discuss this seasons packing
and marketing requirements.

Ph 07 4697 8000 Mob 0427 151 033 www.sunnyspotfarm.com
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Maturity and Dry Matter Testing - continued
Shepard study to determine the minimum DM, required to
provide acceptable eating quality to Australian consumers.

check by doing a ripening test and a dry matter test before
picking:

This work was conducted in Brisbane over three days
in March, 2010. The results will potentially be used to
recommend a new industry standard for Shepard avocado
maturity, based on DM, to ensure that they are picked
at a maturity that ensures a good eating experience for
consumers.

Ripening Test

The results of this work will be published in the Winter
edition of Talking Avocados.

Deciding When to Harvest for Optimum Quality
The following article is based on the following reports/
articles:
•

The Avocado Agrilink Manual

•

Hofman PJ, O’Farrell PJ (2004) The importance of
correctly sampling avocado fruit for maturity testing.
Talking Avocados 15, 24-24.

•

Woolf A, Clark C, Terander E, Phetsomphou V, Hofshi
R, Arpaia ML, Boreham D, Wong M, White A (2003)
Measuring avocado maturity; ongoing developments.
Orchardist 76, 40-45

The date when minimum harvest maturity is reached will
vary from year to year and according to the location on
your property, for each variety. For example, large fruit
on the northern and eastern side of the tree, and fruit at
the top and outside of the canopy usually mature first.
Rootstocks may also have an influence.
Avocado fruit have a number of characteristics which help
indicate when the fruit may be getting close to minimum
maturity. Judging maturity on these characteristics is not
reliable, but with the experience of comparing them with
DM testing results, they can help indicate when to start
testing. These characteristics include:
•

More mature fruit can be larger, but this is not very
reliable.

•

For a ripening test, select at least 10 avocados from trees
scattered throughout the block that are representative
of the fruit that may be ready for harvest. Sample fruit
will show no sign of broken skin, insect stings or disease.
Allow the fruit to ripen at room temperature, and examine
and taste the fruit when ready to eat. Mature fruit usually
ripen within 10 to 15 days without shrivelling, and will have
good flavour.

Dry Matter Test
Percent DM is the easiest and relatively accurate maturity
test for avocados. The % DM at which you harvest
will depend on variety and the intended market. The
Australian domestic market standard for Hass is now set
at a minimum of 23%DM. This is based on an average DM
over a sample of at least 10 fruit.
The DM test involves weighing a sample of flesh before
and after drying. The test can be done at home using a
household conventional oven, domestic food dehydrator
or a microwave (although this can be less reliable because
of the risk of burning the samples). Alternatively, some
marketing cooperatives and packhouses offer this service
for a fee. Here are the details of the various tests based
on methods used by Agri-Science Queensland (formerly
Queensland Department of Primary Industries). The three
components are sampling the fruit, holding the fruit
before DM testing, and weighing and drying the sample.
Poor practices in any of these components will result in
inaccurate results.

1.
a.

Sample preparation
Using the grated flesh method

•

Skin is dull and lustreless, with a powdery appearance,
rather than shiny. The usefulness of this characteristic
is variety dependent.

Harvest at least 10 avocados, making sure that they
represent the fruit (size, position on the tree, block
etc.) that you intend to harvest.

•

Place the fruit in a plastic bag and keep cool. Start the
DM test within a few hours of harvest.

•

Fruit stalk is yellow rather than green, and the lenticels
may become brown and prominent.

•

•

The seed coat is dark, dry and somewhat shrivelled,
rather than pale whitish in colour.

Cut each fruit lengthwise into quarters (stem end to
base). Remove the seed as well as any adhering seed
coat.

•

Select two diagonally opposite quarters from each
fruit to provide a total sample of 20 quarters. Peel the
20 quarters.

•

Shred the flesh of all 20 quarters using a kitchen
grater. Ideally the shreds should be less than 1mm

The dates when the fruit have reached minimum maturity
in previous seasons is also a useful indicator of when to
start maturity testing. Once you think that your fruit may
be approaching acceptable maturity, it is important to
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thick. This can be achieved using graters with five
cutters per square centimetre.
•

Thoroughly mix all of the shredded flesh together.

Or

b.	Using the Hofshi Coring Machine (or a similar
implement – for small quantities of fruit a
hand held cork borer is adequate)
•

Bore a ‘plug’ or core of flesh from the equator of
the fruit (Figure 2a). The Hofshi machine pushes a
sharpened 15.9 mm metal tube completely through
the equator of the fruit (Figure 2b), yielding a core of
tissue (Figure 2c). The two plugs of flesh generally
weigh about 5g (depending on the fruit size).

•

Remove the skin and seed coat from the flesh plugs.

•

Cut each plug in half so that there are four pieces of
flesh from each piece of fruit.

Figure 2c: A core sample of fruit taken by the Hofshi
machine.
The photos in figures 2a to 2c were taken from Woolf A,
Clark C, Terander E, Phetsomphou V, Hofshi R, Arpaia ML,
Boreham D, Wong M, White A (2003) Measuring avocado
maturity; ongoing developments. Orchardist 76, 40-45.
It should take approximately 10 minutes to process (not
dry) 10 individual fruit using the Hofshi corer.
NB: An adaptation of the Hofshi corer is available from
a New Zealand company. For more information please
contact the Avocados Australia office. Alternatively, handheld ‘cork borers’ can be purchased from some hardware
stores (see figure 3 for an example). Make sure the
diameter is at least 15.9mm.

Figure 2a: The Hofshi Corer.

Figure 3: Hand held ‘cork borer’
available from some hardware stores
(photo provided by Matt Weinert, DEEDI, Mareeba)

WARNING
Figure 2b: Using the Hofshi machine to take an avocado
core sample.

After the flesh is cut/mixed, move IMMEDIATELY to the
weighing step below. Any delay will result in moisture loss
before weighing, causing inaccurate results.
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Maturity and Dry Matter Testing - continued
2.
a

Drying procedure
Conventional Oven

•

Preheat oven to 100 to 110°C.

•

Use a shallow, ovenproof container. Weigh the dry/
empty container and record this weight.

•

Spread at least 100g of the shredded avocado (if using
the grated sample method) or all the pieces from the
core samples (if using the corer sampling method),
evenly onto the container and weigh. Record this
weight. Use a balance with two decimal places if the
wet flesh weight is less than 20gm, as may be the case
if measuring individual fruit DM with the corer.

•

Place the container in the centre of the oven and leave
undisturbed for five hours. During drying, be careful
to avoid burning the avocado flesh.

•

Avoid, or at least minimise opening the oven door
during this period. An easily read oven thermometer
is useful to monitor the actual oven temperature.

•

After five hours, allow to cool in a dry environment for
no more than five minutes, and re-weigh to determine
dried avocado weight.

•

With initial tests, redry the sample for a further 30
minutes and then re-weigh to ensure that the sample
is fully dried.

b	Domestic Food Dehydrator (models that go to
60-65oC)

samples (if using the corer sampling method) evenly
onto the container and weigh. Record this weight.
•

Set microwave at medium-low for 15 to 20 minutes.
Note: You may need to adjust power setting and
time depending on the microwave model. Avoid
burning the flesh.

•

Dry to a constant weight by reheating and
re-weighing. You can also use the ‘snap’ test (see
below), to determine if the sample is fully dry. Note
the time taken for future reference (if you use a
different amount of flesh, the setting may need to be
changed).

•

When first trying the microwave method, keep a
constant watch on the sample until you are confident
of your settings. To avoid possible damage to your
microwave, always place a container of water on the
turntable.

HINT
A simple way to determine if the sample is fully dried is
to take a shred of the dried flesh about 5cm long, place it
lengthwise between the thumb and forefinger, and try to
bend it. If it is brittle and snaps cleanly, it is fully dried. If it
bends without snapping, more drying time is required.

3.	Calculate Percentage of
Dry Matter
Use the following calculation:

•

Use approximately four shallow, heatproof containers
(exact number will depend on the size of the fruit).

Weight of dried avocado sample
(minus weight of container) X 100

•

Weigh the dry/empty containers and record these
weights.

Weight of fresh avocado sample
(minus weight of container)

•

Spread at least 100g of the shredded avocado (if using
the grated sample method) or all the pieces from the
core samples (if using the corer sampling method)
evenly amongst the containers.

•

Weigh the fruit in the containers. Record the weight of
each of the containers.

•

Place the containers in the dehydrator and leave
undisturbed for one day, weigh, then dry for another
day and re-weigh to make sure it is dry.

c

Microwave Oven

•

Use a shallow, microwave-proof container. Weigh the
dry/empty container and record this weight.

•

Spread at least 100g of shredded avocado (if using the
grated sample method) or all the pieces from the core
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NB: If you have dried the samples using a domestic food
dehydrator with multiple containers you will need to take
an average of the DM percentages you calculated for each
container.
There are no dry matter standards for over-maturity, but
this fruit should not be marketed. Do not leave fruit on
trees beyond the normal picking period. Picking overmature fruit results in poor flavour and increased fruit
diseases and flesh disorders, as well as reducing the yield
of the next crop.
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SUNNY

®

Optimising marketable yield in avocados

Now registered
for application to
hanging fruit.
Suitable for use
in all states.
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SUNNY is the registered trade mark of AQUAMARINE B.V.

The VII World Avocado Congress will give you the opportunity to catch up
with old friends and meet new people in the industry, while learning the
latest techniques for growing, finding out all about avocado marketing and
how the economy and climate change are going to impact the industry.
We sincerely hope you will enjoy the VII World Avocado Congress
in 2011 in Cairns, Queensland, Australia!

VII World Avocado Congress 2011
Sunday 4 – Friday 9 September 2011
Cairns – Australia
Register your interest at www.worldavocadocongress2011.com
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News from Around the World
US: Local Growers Optimistic
of New Avocado Crop
Avocados are the top food crop produced in San Diego
County, and it is a $140 million-a-year business. However,
2009 was one of the worst years for the local avocado
industry in recent memory.
For avocado farmers like Noel Stehly, the last few years
have been a challenge. “It’s been pretty rough,” said
Stehly. Water cutbacks and water price increases have
played a role in the tough times. 10News visited Stehly’s
Valley Center farm two years ago when he had to stump
30% of his trees to save water. His crop was down 35 to
40% last year. It was too hot at times and too cloudy at
others. However, Stehly said, “This crop is great. The crop
we’re harvesting right now is not a record crop, but we’re
definitely in better shape.” Stehly added the weather has
cooperated, and said, “We’ve had great rain. The trees are
happy.”
Growers are also happy because more rain means less
watering and less salt in the soil. Growers are seeing
plenty of bloom on the trees now. “We like to see a good,
heavy bloom. It’s nice. It’s encouraging,” said Stehly. Bees
have also helped, as they are pollinating trees this spring.
Last year, there were too many cloudy days. In sunny and
warm weather, bees love to work, and Stehly said he has
more than 1,000 hives full of bees to pollinate his avocado
trees. His trees have plenty of avocados now, with the
promise of more to come.
“The consumers will see a little bit of a price decrease
at the store level. In turn, they’ll hopefully buy more
because we have more to sell,” said Stehly. After years of
nothing but bad news, local growers said they are finally
getting a break. “You got the birds chirping. You got the
bees humming. It can’t get any better right now,” said
Stehly. Stehly has about 200 acres of avocados that are
grown organically. His family has been growing avocados
and other fruits and vegetables in the county since 1962.
Source: 10news.com

Attempt at EU-Wide ‘Wonky
Fruit and Veg’ Ban Fails
An attempt to reinstate a European Union-wide ban on
wonky and discoloured fruit and vegetables has failed.
A group of Euro-MPs tried to bring back ‘uniform
standardisation parameters’, forbidding the sale of straight
bananas and curly cucumbers among other items. But the
proposal was defeated in the European Parliament, amid
arguments that it would increase food wastage.
Liberal Democrat Euro-MP George Lyon said: “The shape
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of a fruit is irrelevant to its taste and nutrition.” Marketing
standards for 26 types of produce were scrapped by MEP’s
in November, 2008 in a drive to cut EU bureaucracy, with
misshapen fruit and vegetables coming back on sale in the
UK last summer.
‘Eccentric Laws’
This happened after it was revealed a fifth of produce had
been rejected by shops across the EU because it failed
to meet the requirements. Some Spanish Euro-MPs tried
to bring the ban back by tabling a motion to that effect
this week, but it was defeated on Thursday. Opponents
argued the move would be pointless and wasteful,
with Conservative Richard Ashworth calling it “morally
unjustifiable”. After the vote, Mr Lyon said: “Eccentric laws
about bendy bananas and curvy cucumbers lead to food
wastage and exasperation with the EU.” He added: “We
cannot have these laws return through the backdoor, and
Parliament was right to strike this down.”
Scottish National Party Euro-MP Alyn Smith said: “Finally
we can put the nonsensical wonky fruit ban to bed.
This issue should never have come back to life after the
[European] Commission removed the restrictions last year
and I sincerely hope we won’t see another resurrection any
time soon.”
The 26 types of produce which had the ban removed in
2008 were: apricots, artichokes, asparagus, aubergines,
avocados, beans, brussels sprouts, carrots, cauliflowers,
cherries, courgettes, cucumbers, cultivated mushrooms,
garlic, hazelnuts in shell, headed cabbage, leeks, melons,
onions, peas, plums, ribbed celery, spinach, walnuts in
shell, water melons and witloof/chicory.
But the rules remain unchanged for 10 types of produce,
accounting for three-quarters of EU fruit and vegetable
trade. They were: apples, citrus fruit, kiwi fruit, lettuces,
peaches and nectarines, pears, strawberries, sweet
peppers, table grapes and tomatoes. Source: bbc.co.uk

Peru: Avocado Exports to Grow 19% this Year
Peruvian avocado exports will grow by 19% compared to
last year, with a total of 57,500 tonnes, the Central Reserve
Bank of Peru (BCR) reported Monday.
From this total, nearly 48,000 tones would belong to Hass
avocado and 9,500 tonnes to the Fuerte kind, which means
a 20% growth in both cases. This number was estimated
on a report by iQonfruit, a world report system of dry fruits
of the Chilean consultant iQonsulting, made on February of
this year.
“The avocado is another product that sparks a lot of
interest due to the growth perspective of the demand of
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the foreign market and the regional dynamic that radiate
the Andean valleys,” said the report. The main producer
areas are in the departments of Lima, La Libertad, Junín,
Arequipa, Ayacucho and Ica, as detailed in the report
‘Economy Activity: January 2010’. Source: andina.com.pe

California Avocado Commission Hires
Research Program Director
Dr. Jonathan Dixon, a former research scientist at the
New Zealand Avocado Growers’ Association and Industry
Council Ltd has joined the California Avocado Commission
(CAC) as Research Program Director.
“Dr. Dixon is an avocado expert who has made landmark
scientific contributions to – and largely influenced – the
global avocado industry,” said Tom Bellamore, President
of CAC. “We are excited about having him apply his
knowledge for the benefit of the California avocado
industry.”
Dixon brings to CAC 30 years in the avocado, horticulture,
plant science, plant health and molecular bioscience
realms. Dixon’s vast avocado knowledge includes expertise
in commercializing new avocado cultivars, extensive
avocado research – particularly in productivity, postharvest and sustainability – and information transfer and
technology systems. He has strong research and industry
networks in California, South Africa, Spain, Australia and
Israel, and is an experienced speaker, known for his novel
ways of explaining complex ideas.
As CAC’s Research Program Director, Dr. Dixon’s
responsibilities will include research project management,
outreach and communications, and development of
research strategy, including identification of industry
research priorities aimed at strengthening industry
competitiveness, sustainability and profitability.

Grower Member
Application Form
Avocados Australia Limited
ACN 105 853 807
For Associate and Affiliate membership application forms
please go to www.avocado.org.au or call 07 3846 6566

Member Details
Business name and/or trading name:

ABN:
Key contacts:
Preferred address (postal):

Address of property (if different):

Contact Details
Business phone:
Home phone:
Fax:
Mobile:
Email:

Corporate Structure
How would you describe the nature of your operations (please circle)?
Individual

Partnership

Company

Lessee

Cooperative

Other (please specify)

Trust

While at the New Zealand Avocado Growers’ Association,
Dixon’s achievements included developing and
implementing a plan to commercialize 11 new avocado
cultivars, the design and implementation of research
aimed at improving productivity, and the introduction of a
trace-back system for royalty collection.

Please indicate the area of property that you crop for avocados (please circle)

Dr. Dixon has a Ph.D. in Plant Physiology, Master of
Horticultural Science in Postharvest Physiology and
Bachelor of Horticultural Science from Massey University in
New Zealand. Source: CAC

Please tick your main areas of interest from any of the following:

0.5 - 5 ha

6-19 ha

20-49 ha

50-99 ha

100-149 ha

150-199 ha

200-499 ha

500 ha+

Special Interests
Consumer information

Production management

Environmental management/

Quality Assurance

sustainability

Technology/innovations

Chilean Hass Avocado Committee
Diversifies for Europe, Latin America

Organic farming systems

Marketing

Water management

Supply chain management

Field days

Key political issues

Adolfo Ochagavia, President of the Chilean Hass Avocado
Association, comments on his industry.

Pest management

Other (please specify)

Food safety
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Grower Member Application Form
continued

Payment Options
Grower Membership of Avocados Australia is $143 pa (including
GST). You can pay your membership by cheque or credit card.
To pay your membership fee, please choose one of the following
options:
Cheque
Please find enclosed a cheque for $143.00
made payable to Avocados Australia Ltd.
Please charge $143.00 to my credit card. Details are listed below.
Credit card (please circle):
MasterCard

Visa

Credit card number:
Name on credit card:
Expiry date:

Signature:

Privacy Options
Avocados Australia Ltd adheres to privacy rules with respect to
the way we collect, use, secure and disclose personal information.
Please indicate below (tick) if you do not wish to receive
additional information.
I do not give Avocados Australia Ltd permission to allow my
postal contact details to be accessed by other organisations
other than Avocados Australia Ltd which offer beneficial
products and services.
•NB - No personal details other than name and postal
address will be given out under any circumstances.
Once you have completed this form
please place it in an envelope addressed to:
Avocados Australia
Reply Paid 8005
Woolloongabba Qld 4102
(no stamp required within Australia):
For more information or assistance please go to
www.avocado.org.au or call on 07 3846 6566

News from Around the World continued
The Committee brings together 80% of the Chilean
industry. Good prospects for the Committee have been the
opening of markets like Colombia. “This is an opportunity
to continue sending quality fruit, not only to Colombia
but to other Latin American countries”, declared Mr.
Ochagavia.
It is possible, if conditions permit, to start a trial promotion
this year, and by increasing it in the future gain more
experience and power to promote the consumption of Hass
avocados in the country.
Per capita consumption of avocados in Colombia is
approximately four kilos, particularly of the Antillean
varieties, but there is lot of confidence that the Hass
avocado will come to replace these varieties. “It is a
market to be developed and is expected to begin this
year,” said Mr Ochagavia.
On the world market exports to Europe have been growing
systematically. The dominance of the U.S. market has
decreased over time, and this was particularly due to the
diversification strategy that has been implemented by the
committee and its industry. Source: Comité de Palta Hass
de Chile

NatureSeal has Fresh-cut Covered
From the First Step to the Last
NatureSeal, Inc. has added a new line to its successful
product range designed for maintaining the quality
and extending the shelf life in fresh-cut and minimally
processed fruit and vegetables. NatureSeal FS is the
'First Step' in processing your fresh produce. Based
on a combination of fruit acids, NatureSeal FS is a
viable alternative to chlorine based washes without the
concerns common with the storing and use of hazardous
halogenated chemicals.
NatureSeal FS was originally developed in conjunction
with Environmentally Safe Solutions Limited (ESSL Ltd),
to supersede their range of produce washes used as
processing aids for the washing and decontamination of
fresh produce. A formulated liquid concentrate is currently
offered in the UK and Europe and is designed to be used
in wash tanks providing vigorous agitation. NatureSeal
FS liquid has been validated in the laboratory and through
extensive commercial usage. The concentrated liquid as
well as reformulated dry products will soon be offered in
the U.S.
NatureSeal FS products are offered in both conventional
and organic processing. Some formulations of the product
have received approval from the UK Soil Association and
most recently ECOCERT certification in France. U.S. OMRI
certification is anticipated.
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NatureSeal FS provides many benefits to both conventional
and organic processors alike. Unlike chlorine-based
treatments, which can leave an undesirable odor or
even taint, these products are odorless and tasteless,
leaving the end produce with a more wholesome appeal.
Furthermore, NatureSeal FS is considered to be safer for
workers and kinder to the environment.

Oxnard Avocado Producer to Open
Ripening Center in Canada

NatureSeal FS is a natural extension of the NatureSeal line
of products designed to inhibit the browning of fresh-cut
produce while maintaining its natural taste and texture.
This product line has grown to over fifteen formulations
which provide benefits to over thirty fresh produce items
after processing. For products such as apples, pears,
potatoes and avocados NatureSeal inhibits enzymatic
browning and maintains the texture, while avoiding
any off taste or odor. In the case of cut or baby carrots
the blushing or whitening is inhibited by minimizing
dehydration, therefore providing a brightly colored, more
appealing product. As for cut melons and pineapples
NatureSeal inhibits the liquid purge, keeping the moisture
in the fruit instead of the bottom of the package. These
formulations are comprised of vitamin/mineral blends
which are sulfite-free.

But the United States’ northern neighbors have developed
an appetite for the creamy-textured fruit, prompting
Mission Produce of Oxnard to open its first international
ripening plant in Toronto, Canada.

The original NatureSeal product line was developed and
patented with the USDA, and is marketed world-wide with
over 300 processors supplying the retail and food service
industries. Source: NatureSeal

No More Cold Treatment for Peru
Hass Avocado Exports
Peru’s National Service of Agrarian Health (Senasa)
estimated that from April this year Peruvian Hass avocado
exports will not undergo cold treatment, a requirement to
achieve quarantine security against fruit flies for entry into
the US Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS)
certifies that the product is not infested by the pest.
On 28, December last year, nine years after Peru’s request,
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
formally authorized admitting Hass avocados from Peru.
The standards established by the USDA include
compilation of detailed technical requirements, of which
Peru has to meet as part of approved health protocol
involving the implementation of APHIS Risk Analysis
System and Cold Treatment.

Avocados have long been a mainstay of California cuisine,
crowning sushi rolls, slathered between deli sandwiches
or crushed with cilantro and chopped onion for chunky
guacamole.

Ripe avocados can sell four times faster than unripe
avocados because of shelf appeal, said Ross Wileman, Vice
President of Sales and Marketing for Mission Produce.
“We saw the success of regional ripe centers in the U.S.
and made a conscientious effort to get the message out to
Canadian customers that they were losing sales because
the fruit wasn’t in the right condition for the customer,”
Wileman said.
Several Canadian grocery retailers expressed interest in
partnering with a Toronto-based ripening center, Wileman
said, including Loblaws Supermarkets Unlimited in
Ontario, Metro Inc. in Quebec, and Sobeys Inc. in Nova
Scotia. Source: Ventura County Star

US: Hass Avocado Board Offers
Hass Avocado Meal Ideas
Celebrate National Nutrition Month all through March with
a menu that everyone can enjoy. National Nutrition Month
is the perfect time to introduce exciting, tasty new menu
items that put the “good” back in goodness. We suggest
starting with Fresh Hass Avocados.
Fresh Hass Avocados have a subtle, nutty flavor that
compliments most dishes, it is available year-round,
and versatility is just one of its many hidden assets.
In fact, the avocado is virtually the only fruit that has
monounsaturated fats. According to the American Heart
Association, monounsaturated fats can help reduce bad
cholesterol levels in the blood and lower the risk of heart
disease and stroke. Source: perishablenews.com

“We will complete the tests needed to optimize - in
coordination with APHIS - the cold treatment by the end
of February”, Senasa’s head Oscar Dominguez said. “Now
we just have to wait for the results”, he added. Source:
andina.com.pe
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Port Macquarie
Hinterland
Mid North Coast

A productive
Avocado Plantation
51.9ha/128 acres

Lifestyle + Income
Located on the Comboyne Plateau providing fertile volcanic
soils and with reliable rainfall. This exceptional and versatile
property offers the perfect lifestyle combined with increasing
cash flow.
• Held in one family since Selection in 1906
• 540m² executive residence built in 2004
• Top quality inclusions
• 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, study,
huge verandahs, 4 garages
• 18.5m heated lap pool and spa
• 3600 avocado trees (approx), all under irrigation
• 2010 crop expected to yield 20000-30000 trays
from 2300 trees that are producing
• Average gross market return over past 5 years
has been $22 per tray
• Machinery shed, office and staff amenities
• Full working plant and equipment
• 120mg irrigation license
• Manager of 7 years willing to stay on
• Information Memorandum available

FOR
SALE
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
WITH OFFERS ABOVE $3.5M
AGENT DECLARES INTEREST
To view image presentation:

02 6584 9555
0408 652 007
02 6583 5552

www.open2view.com.au
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